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Given the number of neurons and the very many ways in
which they connect to each other and how these connections
can be modulated, it follows that the number of possible states
of the human brain exceeds the number of elementary particles
in the universe.
Our brain never stops, our experience of the world forms a
continuum and our state of mind is never the same twice in our
life. No two brains will ever be in the same state in the history of
humanity.
As a scientist, my work consists in framing that part of my
experience of the world which is reproducible: the outcome of a
scientific experiment has to be the same independent of who does the experiement or where or
when. It does not depend on the taste or preferences of the scientist, on their culture or historical
period in which they live.
By contrast, as an artist, my output has to be irrevocably tied to me and my individuality. It must not
be reproducible by another artist and it is dependent on time and place. It is profoundly of me and
as such tied to my taste, my desires, my culture and the time I live in, my sense of identity.
Categories of near-infinite permutations is a show about the complexity of the brain presented
through a series of collections of images.
For the frame with the same title as the show, I started with my fascination with the myriad patterns
of japanese origami papers: never quite the same but instantly identifiable as such by a defined
aesthetic, the combinations of set patterns into multitudes of designs. Repetitions of motifs and of
colours, repetition of materials, of size and scale in very set formats yet a staggering number of
difference separate entities. The fibonacci spiral puts every point at equal distance to one another
in a tight array but another point can always been added. Stopping with 1000 is a contrived
satisfaction: there is always space here for another one. The spiral is a natural design also found in
the seeds of the sunflower.
Inventory of marks from artists and their studios 2018 - a collection of marks (ways to
juxtapose two colours) either in the work of artists or accidentally in the studio - similarly presents

repetitions that here become nearly nauseating. Painters repeat themselves with drips, splashes,
smears, impastos, lines, dribbles, pools, layers, glazes, swirls, cuts, scrapes, smudges. The field of
mark making seems nearly exhausted by the last century of the history of painting and the everwidening field of options. But the swarm of possibilities is also for me the attraction of painting.
Everyone of them fills me with desire for the materiality of painting. Even without a represented
image, the abstraction of the mark alone is like a constellation in itself. Déjà vu has been a
continuous presence in my studio for the last 8 years, an encyclopedic reference of possible
paintings and nearly my sole source of inspiration for my activity as a painter.
The photos are not abstract as they represent painting itself. But they do not include the images
painting is mostly used to construct. And so what of the subject, that other universe of possibilities,
the images that flood my mind when I think of all that I could represent? 1000 round drawings is
an experiment in constrained associative thought, restricted to the field of possible round line
drawings. Can I think of 100, 200, 300… 1000? One drawing leads to the next and to the next,
following sometimes obvious and sometimes convoluted paths of associations. Again, the round
number lends a sense of comfort, a reassuring completeness. It allows the release of deciding that
the exercise is finished.
By contrast, another series of apparently anodine decisions have to be made every day of our
lives. What to wear? Unlike the act of drawing or painting, getting dressed involves micro-choices
everyone of us has to make every day. Whether we give our choices much conscious thought or
not, these choices are entirely personal to us and tied as a whole to our individuality. Even not
caring about what you wear is a choice, always wearing the same thing is a choice: there is no
escaping having to make a choice and again the possible permutations are nearly infinite. The
relentless nature of this is presented in The Clothes Project. This is both a source of wonder and
of anxiety.
And still, the decision of what to wear is so much simpler than that of what to make as an artist. To
get dressed, I merely follow expectations, fashions, customs, try to blend in, imitate others, to be
invisible or to be noticed. In Étant donné mon paysage intérieur (Given my internal landscape) I
present a hidden world that most visitors to the show will miss. It is composed of my most personal
choices and outputs and mostly of failures; of remnants of more than a decade of production and
experiments, cannibalised and recombined in one possible arrangement for which a near-infinite
set of others would be equally valid. As such, it is also a category of near-infinite permutations.
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